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The Impact of Changing Weather Data on Building Performance Simulation
Nicholas Bell1, Alistair Sproul1 and Jose Bilbao1
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Sydney Australia
E-mail: n.o.bell@student.unsw.edu.au
Amid growing concerns regarding global energy use and its impact upon the environment, the
existing building stock represents a significant opportunity for energy reductions, contributing about
30% of global energy emissions (Ürge-Vorsatz et al, 2012). The introduction of low energy and
zero energy building targets create a metric to encourage building owners and occupiers to
improve their use of energy and reduce their ongoing energy costs. Building Performance
Simulation (BPS) software provides a tool for quantitative assessment of energy conservation
measure and their impact on the building’s energy use, to inform the selection of retrofit measures.
However, zero-energy building design and retrofit choice through BPS remains largely untested
against future weather data sets. This research investigates the impact of changes in weather data
input on the energy, peak demand and comfort performance results of BPS.
A template mid-sized office building was developed, based on available Australian building stock
data from pitt@sherry (2012) and the 2016 NABERS Annual Report. This template building was
tested in OpenStudio against different weather data inputs, representing both existing Typical
Meteorological Year (TMY) data, historic weather data covering 1994-2015, and two different
methodologies for estimating changes in future climate (Belcher et al, 2005; Chen et al, 2012) for
Sydney.
The simulation results show little annual variance in heating and cooling loads across the tested
weather data sets. Changes in summer cooling and winter heating tended to balance out over the
course of the year (Figure 1). However, there was significant monthly variance over all tested data
sets over Summer and Winter, suggesting warmer temperatures (increasing Summer cooling and
reducing Winter heating) – only the selected coldest year and coldest months of available historic
data reported positive Winter and negative Summer variance. Comfort simulation results (Figure 2)
saw minimal changes, with the greatest variance seen for the lowest temperature range and
moderate temperatures (around 25°C).

Figure 1. Changes in Annual Heating and Cooling Loads for different Weather Data Sets

Figure 2. Temperature Distribution across tested Weather Data Sets

The most significant variance was seen in the electricity and gas peak demands (Figure 3), with
10-15% reductions in electricity peak demand for historic data sets when compared to the base
TMY data file, while future data sets saw a 5-10% increase in peak demand. Conversely, gas peak
demand saw significant increases (20-60%) across most of the tested historic weather data, while
future weather predictions reported a steady decline in gas peak load.

Figure 3. Electricity and Gas Peak Demands for different Weather Data Sets
These results show that while the energy and comfort performance results from the simulations do
not see significant variance with respect to the weather data being used, the peak electricity and
gas demand are very sensitive to differences in the weather data sets. The use of BPS to inform
retrofit selection can therefore draw similar energy conclusions regardless of weather data input,
but the demand implications, particularly the associated change in network demand charges, of
any selected measures must undergo particular scrutiny because of this sensitivity. These results
also highlight the importance of understanding the impact of changes in external climate upon the
larger grid, particularly with the significant electricity peak demand changes observed.
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